We describe three different methods to compute all those characters of a finite group that have certain properties of transitive permutation characters. First, a combinatorial approach can be used to enumerate vectors of multiplicities. Secondly, these characters can be found as certain integral solutions of a system of inequalities. Thirdly, they are calculated via Gaussian elimination. The methods are used to determine these characters for some finite groups and runtimes are listed. In the final section, a permutation character of the Lyons group is constructed.
Introduction
Let G be a finite group and Ω a finite G-set. The map 
= |g G ∩ H|.
So from the permutation character 1 G H one can obtain information about the conjugacy classes of H, e.g. one can compute the number of elements of a certain order in H.
No sufficient criterion is known to decide whether a given character is a transitive permutation character. Therefore, one uses necessary conditions to compute all characters that possibly are permutation characters, and then uses extra information about G in order to disprove or prove that such a character in fact is a permutation character.
If the complete subgroup lattice of G is known then of course the complete list of permutation characters of G can be explicitly calculated. All necessary information for this is contained in the table of marks of G as defined in Burnside (1955, chap. XII) . In fact, this table records the numbers of fixed points of every subgroup of G in the actions of G on the cosets of each of its subgroups and thus contains the permutation characters as the fixed-point numbers of the cyclic subgroups of G. The table of marks of G is derived from the lattice of subgroups of G by counting inclusions. It can, however, be determined from less knowledge about the group. A method for the construction of the table of marks of G from the tables of marks of its maximal subgroups is described in Pfeiffer (1997) .
But these methods to list all permutation characters are only applicable to groups of a limited size. If the group is too big to allow the calculation or storage of its subgroup lattice or table of marks then it is desirable to have tools for the construction of certain possible permutation characters. An example of such a situation is given in Section 4.
In Section 2, we list some properties of transitive permutation characters. Section 3 presents three methods on how to compute all those characters of a group that have these properties. These strategies use a combinatorial approach, the solution of a system of inequalities, and a variant of Gaussian elimination, respectively. They have been described already in Neubüser et al. (1984) , Pfeiffer (1991) and Breuer (1991) , and they are all implemented in the computer algebra system GAP, see Schönert et al. (1994) .
Section 4 contains a list with numbers of possible permutation characters compared with numbers of actual permutation characters and conjugacy classes of subgroups. Moreover, it contains an application to the sporadic simple Lyons group.
Possible Permutation Characters
In this section we collect some well-known properties of transitive permutation characters. They can be found in the literature, see Neubüser et al. (1984, pp. 236-241) , Isaacs (1976 , p. 69), Breuer (1991 and Pfeiffer (1991, pp. 2-5) .
Throughout this paper, g G and |g| will denote the conjugacy class of g in G respective the order of g, C G (g) and N G (g) denote the centralizer respective the normalizer of g in G, Rat(G) is the set of rationally irreducible characters of G, that is, Galois orbit sums on the set of complex irreducible characters of G. [χ, ψ] G is the scalar product of the G-class functions χ and ψ, and | Gal G (g)| is the number of conjugacy classes that contain generators of the group g . We have 
Note that each of the conditions (f) and (i) follows from (b) together with (e), and that all other conditions except (h) can be found in Isaacs (1976, Theorem 5.18) . Note also that in (d) it is sufficient to consider prime divisors of |G|.
are obvious from the definition, (e) and (f) follow from [π, ψ] 
If the order of g does not divide |H| = |G|/π(1) then H contains no elements in the class of g, so π(g) = 1 G H (g) = 0, which proves (g). The value
is an integer, as is stated in (h), because the numerator of the right-hand side is the number of those G-conjugates of generators of the group g that lie in H, and this is divisible by ϕ(|g|) since H contains with each element h all ϕ(|h|) generators of h . Write (e) in the form g∈G π(g) = |G|. Then (i) holds because of
A class function of G with the properties of Lemma 2.1 is called a possible permutation character of G.
Several other properties of permutation characters are stated in the literature, see for example Isaacs (1976, Problem 5.17) and Neubüser et al. (1984, pp. 236-241) . The methods of Section 3 will not use them in a constructive manner, but of course one can perform additional tests with a given list of possible permutation characters. For example with the criteria using modular representation theory described in Neubüser et al. (1984, p. 240 ) one can prove that several possible permutation characters are in fact not permutation characters.
In Praeger and Soicher (1996, p. 20) , pseudo-permutation characters are defined similarly to possible permutation characters. A pseudo-permutation character is a possible permutation character iff it satisfies condition (h) of Lemma 2.1 and has a norm of at most 5.
Methods
We now describe three different strategies to list possible permutation characters.
the combinatorial approach
The simplest way to generate a reasonably small set of characters that satisfy some of the conditions stated in Lemma 2.1 is to use the bounds on coefficients of rationally irreducible characters given by condition (f) of the lemma. This method has been described already in Neubüser et al. (1984) , so we give only an outline.
. . , χ n }, and fix a degree d that divides |G|. By successively choosing coefficients a i for i = 2, 3, . . . , n, all coefficients vectors (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ) with a 1 = 1 are generated that satisfy
For each such vector, the character π = n i=1 a i χ i satisfies conditions (a), (c), (e), and (f) of Lemma 2.1, and we can check the other conditions. Clearly every true permutation character of G of degree d occurs among these.
In special situations, we can prescribe better bounds for the coefficients. For example, if we are interested in multiplicity-free permutation characters then 0 ≤ a i ≤ 1 holds, and we have to check at most 2 | Rat(G)|−1 characters (see Praeger and Soicher (1996) , cf. also Breuer and Lux (1996) ). Also a known bound on the norm of the desired permutation characters can of course be used to restrict the number of characters to inspect further (see Praeger and Soicher (1996) ).
But in general, the efficiency of this approach is bad enough to serve as a motivation to develop other strategies.
solving a system of inequalities
There are examples of groups where most of the vectors (a 1 , . . . , a n ) listed in the previous paragraph fail to describe a possible permutation character because of condition (b) of Lemma 2.1.
The alternative strategy described here reverses the above approach by first listing all vectors (a 1 , . . . , a n ) such that a j χ j satisfies conditions (a), (b), (d) and (e) and checking for the divisibility condition (c) on the degree of the resulting characters afterwards. Here the conditions (b) and (d) are viewed as linear inequalities in the multiplicities a i .
We describe the procedure in more detail. As above, let χ 1 (= 1 G ), . . . , χ n be the rationally irreducible characters of G, and let π = n j=1 a j χ j be a possible permutation character. Then, for any g ∈ G condition (b) provides a linear inequality in the a j ,
Condition (e) prescribes a 1 = 1. Let g 1 (= 1), . . . , g n be representatives of the rational conjugacy classes of G and denote
We furthermore denote by U i the inequality
and by U the set of all inequalities U 2 , . . . , U n . (Note that U 1 is trivially satisfied for a i ≥ 0.) We want to solve the system U by successively eliminating indeterminates. More precisely, we want for each r = n, n − 1, . . . , 2, a system of linear inequalities in a 1 , . . . , a r , which with given values for a 1 , . . . , a r−1 describes exactly all possible values of a r such that there is a solution a 1 , . . . , a r , . . . , a n of U . Such a system is determined by the sets E r below.
Geometrically, the solutions of U form a cone in the positive region of n-dimensional space. The elimination of an indeterminate corresponds to a projection of the cone into (n−1)-dimensional space. This is accomplished by elementary operations on the columns of the rational character table of G.
Any positive linear combination of valid inequalities in the a j is again a valid one in the a j . Thus, a naïve way to eliminate the indeterminate a n from U is given by the set of inequalities
A systematic application of this procedure is called Fourier-Motzkin Elimination, see for example Dantzig (1963, Section 4.4) . For bigger values of n, however, it suffers from a combinatorial explosion of the number of inequalities! If we denote by p n , n n and e n the number of inequalities U i in U with u in > 0, u in < 0 and u in = 0, respectively, then the new set consists of p n · n n + e n inequalities. Thus the number of inequalities is reduced only in the rare event where p n = 1 or n n = 1. (Also if p n = 0 or n n = 0 but then we are faced with an infinite number of solutions.)
Careful bookkeeping allows us to keep track of which new inequalities are actually needed, and which of them are just consequences of others. We produce for each r = n, n − 1, . . . , 2 a list of inequalities belonging to sets E ⊆ {2, . . . , n} which satisfy There is a unique solution up to scalars of the equations i∈E
Note that in this case the rank of the matrix (u ij ) i∈E,j=r+1,...,n is |E| − 1. The set of all these subsets E for a given r is denoted E r . Then, for any E ∈ E r there is a valid inequality
which is unique up to scalars. It reads r j=1 i∈E c i u ij a j ≥ 0 and thus is an inequality in a 1 , . . . , a r only. Define
The solution of U is now reduced to the construction of the sets E r . The algorithm to produce the E r is given as follows. (R) For r = n, . . . , 4, 3, construct E r−1 as the set consisting of (a) all E ∈ E r with Ψ r (E) r = 0, and (b) all E ∪ F where E, F ∈ E r such that Ψ r (E) r Ψ r (F ) r < 0 and the rank of the matrix (u ij ) i∈E∪F,j>r is |E ∪ F | − 1.
For given a 1 , . . . , a r there are a r+1 , . . . , a n such that (a 1 , . . . , a n ) satisfies U iff (a 1 , . . ., a r ) satisfies all Ψ r (E), E ∈ E r .
The system U of inequalities is solved, if E r is known for r = 2, . . . , n. Given a 1 , . . . , a r that satisfy Ψ r (E), E ∈ E r , any E ∈ E r+1 determines an upper or lower bound for a r+1 . The integer solutions of U can thus be systematically generated in the form of a tree.
If a power g p of some g ∈ G for a prime p lies in a different rational class from g, then condition (d) of Lemma 2.1 can be used to improve the above procedure. The inequality for the class of g p can in that case be replaced by the inequality
The same procedure as above then can be applied if, where possible, an inequality of type (b) is replaced by one (and only one) inequality of type (d). It may, however, not be possible to take into account all inequalities of type (d) in this way. They can easily be checked afterwards. Now suppose one is interested in the possible permutation characters of a given degree d only. In such a situation the inequalities can be used to determine upper and lower bounds on the multiplicities a i as follows. Let X = (χ i (g j )) 
(1 − dY 1,1 ).
Then, by considering P For d = 0 we get P
Thus, for processing several degrees, it is sufficient to calculate the inverse of X once, and then to store P 0 k and Y 1 .
using Gaussian elimination
The third method does not focus on the coefficients of the decomposition into irreducible characters. Instead it involves the character values. The idea is to fix a divisor d of |G| as degree and to use the necessary conditions of Lemma 2.1 to describe for each class the possible values of possible permutation characters ψ of degree d. Namely, for g ∈ G \ {1}, the number m 0 (g) = min{d, Of course one can prescribe, for g in a subset of G, a particular value π(g), and search only for possible permutation characters with these values. In this case, we can use part (d) of Lemma 2.1 to improve the bounds on the possible values, by first replacing V (g) by V (g) ∩ {π(g)}, and then by replacing in increasing order of g the set V (g) by
and in decreasing order of g the set V (g p ) by
By slight abuse of notation, let us identify the map V with the set of all class functions ψ that satisfy ψ(g) ∈ V (g) for all g ∈ G. Then V contains Π by construction, and each element of V satisfies the conditions (b), (c), (g), (h), and (i) of Lemma 2.1. The cardinality of V is usually too big for constructing all its elements and checking them for the other conditions. So our next step is to describe a procedure for finding the subset of all generalized characters in V .
For that, we now solve the more general situation that V is given by finitely many possible integer values for each class, without the assumption that these values satisfy any condition for permutation characters. In this form, the following algorithm has turned out to be very useful in the computation of class fusions and power maps, as well, see Breuer (1991) .
Let A be a set of rational class functions of G, ν a rational class function of G, and define
Then the generalized characters in V are exactly M (Rat(G), 0, V ).
E) If we have a(g) = 0 for all g with |V (g)| = 1 and for all a ∈ A, go to step (B).
Otherwise choose g with |V (g)| = 1 and such that a 0 (g) = 0 for some a 0 ∈ A, apply a unimodular transformation to A to obtain A ∪ {a} such that a (g) = 0 for all a ∈ A . Replace A by A , and ν by ν +
Go to step (S). (B) Choose g such that |V (g)| is larger than 1 and minimal with this property. For
, and return the union of these sets.
Proof. In the shrink step (S), letṼ be the set of class functions defined by the possible valuesṼ (g) for g.
In the elimination step (E), the equalities
Finally, in the branch step (B) we have V = v∈V (g) V v and hence
It is clear that the algorithm terminates since each application of step (B) prescribes one more value. But of course we hope that steps (S) and (E) help to cut down the number of applications of step (B), or at least the number of subsequent calls to the whole algorithm.
For example, suppose that |C G (h)| = p for a prime p. Then the value of a permutation character of given degree on the class of h is uniquely determined by the congruence χ(g) ≡ χ(g p ) mod p for each rational character χ and each g. In the above algorithm, after application of step (E) for the class of the identity all a (h) are divisible by p, and the following application of step (S) yields |Ṽ (h)| ≤ 1.
A serious practical problem in step (E) is the growth of entries in the unimodular transformation of A. We can avoid this in our special situation that A consists of generalized characters. To see this, define for g ∈ G the class function ψ g by
Then ψ g is a generalized character, since for each irreducible character χ of G we have
This is a multiple of the trace of χ(g) because the sum can be replaced by a sum over a set of conjugacy class representatives of generators of g . Thus the value is an integer.
As a consequence,
if A = Rat(G), which means that the entries a (g) for a ∈ A arising in step (S) may be reduced modulo |C G (g)|. Note that if we start with A a proper subset of Rat(G), it may happen that M (A, ν, V ) is enlarged by adding the ψ g to A. In this case we must check for each element of M (A ∪ {ψ g ; g ∈ G}, ν, V ) whether it really lies in Z[A]. Now suppose that we are looking for possible permutation characters in V . As a first technical improvement, we do not store the sets V (g). Instead we encode them by the lower and upper bound and a congruence relation. Note that each application of step (S) yields the congruence ψ(g) ≡ ν(g) mod d(g) for ψ(g) ∈ V (g). This can be solved simultaneously with a known condition of the form
In this case the two congruences are equivalent to one congruence modulo lcm (m, d(g) ), otherwise we have a contradiction, and V (g) is empty. Starting from the initial relation ψ(g) ≡ 0 mod m 1 (g), step (S) means to test whether the congruences can be solved, and if yes to replace them by a new congruence.
After the computation of M (A, 0, V ) for suitable A ⊆ Rat(G) we must check conditions (a), (d), (e) of Lemma 2.1 for the computed generalized characters, which yields the desired set Π. But we can also try to incorporate these conditions in the algorithm and use them to speed up the computations.
Next we change step (S) such that the improved upper and lower bounds for g are used to improve the bounds for powers and roots of g, as sketched above. This guarantees condition (d).
If we define
then, by the proof of condition (i), we have
which improves the upper bounds. So we change step (E) such that R is updated whenever a set V (g) becomes a singleton set, and change step (S) such that R is used to improve the bounds. Then the test of condition (e) can be replaced by the test for R = 0. The last check for the elements computed by the algorithm obtained on these modifications is the test whether they are really characters. Table 1 contains, for a selected list of groups, the numbers of conjugacy classes of elements (Cl Elts), the number of rational classes (Rat Cl), the number of possible permutation characters (Cand), the number of conjugacy classes of subgroups (Cl Subs) and the actual numbers of permutation characters (PCs).
Applications

statistics
The last four columns contain runtimes in seconds for the computation of all possible permutation characters with the methods described in Section 3, namely the combinatorial one (Comb), the improved combinatorial one using the precalculation of bounds mentioned in Section 3 (Comb*), and the methods using inequalities (Ineq) and Gaussian elimination (Elim). The runtimes were obtained with the GAP 3.4 library implementation of the methods, on a PC with 133 MHz Pentium processor. None of the computations required more than 6 MB of main memory. Missing entries in these columns mean that the computation would need more than 1 hour of CPU time.
The numbers of conjugacy classes of subgroups are taken from the list in Pfeiffer (1997) and the numbers of actual permutation characters were derived from the corresponding GAP library of tables of marks together with the library of character tables from the ATLAS (Conway et al., 1985) .
The table suggests that a permutation character of a finite group G (where G is almost simple) is well described by the properties in Lemma 2.1 if the character table of G is small, i.e. if G has not more than, say, 10 rational classes. For bigger groups (or groups with bigger tables), the conditions of Lemma 2.1 fail to characterize permutation characters by an increasing order of magnitude.
A hint in a different direction is only given by the Weyl group W (F 4 ) of type F 4 , a solvable group of order 1152 with 25 rational classes. which no possible permutation character exists can be discarded without entering the backtrack step.
As an example, consider the computation of possible permutation characters for the group M 12 . For most of the degrees up to 300, the combinatorial method is faster than the elimination method. For larger degrees, the runtimes of the combinatorial method grow from about 1 second for the degree 320 to about 100 seconds for the degree 792, and even larger runtimes for the higher degrees. But the possible permutation characters of each degree can be computed in at most 1 second with the elimination method, and many of the large degrees for which no possible permutation character exists need only a few milliseconds.
a permutation character of the Lyons group
Let G be a maximal subgroup with structure 3 2+4 : 2A 5 .D 8 in the sporadic simple Lyons group Ly. We want to compute the permutation character 1 Ly G . In the representation of Ly as automorphism group of the rank 5 graph B with 9 606 125 points (see Conway et al., 1985, p. 174) , G is the stabilizer of an edge. A group S with structure 3.M cL.2 is the point stabilizer. So the two-point stabilizer U = S ∩ G is a subgroup of index 2 in G. The index of U in S is 15 400, and according to the list of maximal subgroups of M cL.2 (see Conway et al., 1985, p. 100 ) the group U is isomorphic to the preimage in 3.M cL.2 of a subgroup H of M cL.2 with structure 3 There are three possible permutation characters of Ly that satisfy these conditions. Now 1 The permutation character 1 Ly G was used in the proof that the character χ 37 of Ly (see Conway et al., 1985, p. 175) occurs with multiplicity at least two in each character of Ly that is induced from a proper subgroup of Ly (see Pahlings, 1994) .
From 1 Ly G and the character table of U , using GAP it was possible to construct the character table of G, which is now contained in the table library of GAP.
